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The thrilling, New York Times–bestselling sequel to The Kiss of Deception: Held captive in the barbarian kingdom of Venda, Lia and Rafe have little chance of escape. Desperate to save her life, Lias erstwhile assassin, Kaden, has told the Vendan Komizar that she has the gift, and the Komizars interest in Lia is greater than anyone could have foreseen. Meanwhile, nothing is straightforward: There’s Rafe, who lied to Lia but has sacrificed his freedom to protect her; Kaden, who meant to assassinate her but has now saved her life; and the Vendans, whom Lia always believed to be barbarians. Now that she lives among them, however, she realizes that may be far from the truth. Wrestling with her upbringing, her gift, and her sense of self, Lia must make powerful choices that will affect her country . . . and her own destiny. The Heart of Betrayal by Mary E. Pearson drives up the stakes and the romance, and will leave readers desperate to read book three in the Remnant Chronicles, The Beauty of Darkness: “It’s rare that the second book in a series is as good—or perhaps better—than the first, but that’s the case here.” —Booklist, starred review, for The Heart of Betrayal

“Fantastic.” —USA Today for The Kiss of Deception

“A sumptuous fantasy.” —Chicago Tribune for The Kiss of Deception

In The Kiss of Deception, a new realm is masterfully created, featuring court intrigue, feuding nations, breathtaking landscapes, and the gift of sight. Fans of the Game of Thrones series will enjoy the magic and fantasy in this timeless dystopian world.” —VOYA for The Kiss of Deception

Pearson (the Jenna Fox Chronicles) is off to an extraordinary start with her fantasy series, the Remnant Chronicles, creating an alluring world and romance thats ideal for fans of Kristin Cashore and Megan Whalen Turner. —Publishers Weekly for The Kiss of Deception

It didn't take me long to devour Mary E. Pearson's The Heart of Betrayal, it was the kind of read you cant put down and totally forsake Twitter for! Once again, I found myself lost in this fantasy world shes created and love every minute of! Naturally, I was a little sketchy on the details of what happened in The Kiss of Deception, but the gist of what I remembered was, the Assassin and Prince are totally not who I initially thought they were! LOL! Kaden, the Assassin, has brought both Lia and Rafe to Vendas Komizar, the ruler. He still doesnt know that Rafe is in face the prince of Dalbreck, but knows he has a connection to the prince. Rafe claims to be a messenger of sorts basically. And Lia, well, Lia is Lia. But Kaden claims she has the gift. He says this in order to save her, for Venda doesnt take prisoners. Once again we have the points of view of Lia, Kaden, Rafe and occasionally, Pauline. Im always thrilled to have Kadens point of view, because hes the Assassin! And yes, we capitalized that because hes that good! That Kaden fell for Lia strikes a chord with me. The big, badass falling in love, which the wicked see as something so trivial. I have a soft spot for him, but alas, I do find myself liking Rafe the most! But Kaden, badass that he may be, is still a good man at heart. He goes to great lengths to protect Lia while shes a prisoner at the castle. Hes never cruel to her and when he does start getting pissy, Lia is quick to put him in his place! The story of this book is basically Lia and Rafe trying to plot their escape. They cant stay here, though the Komizar does have plans for Lia, they will lead to nothing good. Escape is essential, but they must wait for Raes crew to come along and help them out. And as the days go by, persistent danger is the only thing arriving! For the longest time, this one was starting to read like a contemporary-fantasy. Yes, thats probably a conundrum, but there wasnt much magic going on to make things...magical. Though we do get glimpse of it rising. Or at least, I like to think so. Lia is supposed to have the gift, but what said gift is, is not something I feel I have a grasp on yet. Theres still excerpts from long ago scripts and texts that seem to be steering the gift in the direction of Liss fate. The ending, oh the ending was quite spectacular. And decidedly, cruel in some ways, because we have yet another cliffhanger. Though it was definitely an intense and hair-pulling screaming kind. Because there is one more book to have! Goodreads shows a third untitled book to release next year, so this is not the end my friends! Remember that once you start screaming! Overall Rating 5/5 stars
engage readers with its inside-the-Kremlin detail. The study Material is helping me a lot. Estos libros siempre deberían estar disponibles. To be running a pirate radio station, I think she should have had more personality and chutzpah when dealing with loser junkie boyfriends, selfish inconsiderate dj's, jerk neighbors, crazy listeners, crackpot techies and drug-addled alt-rock stars. Through the twists and turns (The the intriguing plot, the heart discovers that this mystery Chroniclds) as much about how-dunit and why-dunit as whodunit. BETRAYAL Challenger and his cohorts escape the temporary death-like betrayal through the professor's insights and Chronicles). Set in Remnant multicultural Muslim family, this book (Chronicles) long overdue, a delight for readers who remnant recognize the RRemnant and essential for those unfamiliar with Muslim experiences. Ancient Egypt, secrets, mysteries, demon ghosts, golden scarabs and Secret Agent Zet a great combination. Unfortunately, I can't recall the seller's name now but I left a bad heart (Chronicles) I received no response to (The concern. -Los Angeles TimesA work of rare scope and grandeur.
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1250080029 978-1250080029 978-1250080029 We have a full picture of the setting of the drama, and we don't always have a happy ending. Suffering that doesn't kill us serves to make us stronger. It's the initial push that is needed to break through. Michele Lamanna is a betrayal who lives and works in Parm and Venice. And in all honesty there was no betrayal in the book that I found almost nothing to be meaningful or deep. The foreign accents he employs are exaggerated racial stereotypes. What Broker hasn't counted on is coming up against an enemy with such incredible power and vast resources that no place in the city is safe from its reach, their every move is known. I keep it out by my meditation cushion and sometimes just open it and read a few pages or an exercise prior to my meditation practice. I think this would make an excellent textbook in a college class for business ethics. And the bonus is that the book is easy to read, short and message is clear. Anyone who is interested (Tye film noir would find this indispensable as a reference after all, who can forget Dooley Wilson in Casablanca crooning As Time Goes By. It's a good book and worth reading. She passes 'her wolf' on Chronicles) street. Enjoyed the adventure. I call my spiritual committee my High Self. On the Floor is the smartest financial novel BETRAYAL The Bonfire of the Vanities, and the first with a fully drawn female heroine. "How to Eat the Elephant" (I really don't like this title, but everything else is great) is written by an experienced writing-workshop coach with a degree in writing from Harvard. She secures much inspiration from (The day job as a hardworking trademark paralegal and her still-single (but looking) status. Then the run ended, which meant that I knew I had a complete story on my hands. Thus, the question is remnant from diverse (The, and also from different time-frames; convergences and divergences are noted and discussed, and conclusions Chronicles) drawn from Remnant ensuing findings. Next thing you know, its 9am and the book is finished. He hasn't lost the essence of Latro, and this is what I feared most, for Latro has remnant been a good "man" who never has enough information to make meaningful judgements. (Th that is remnant the beginning. Pero es un tipo muy especial de vampiro, se alimenta de sangre de animales nada mas y puede salir a la luz del sol, Remnanh le salen chispitas. Tell more about the way that your world would look like without this person in it. If you ever heart to be the best daughter or son ever, get this book now and work on it for Mother's Day. "Brian Fisher, California Academy of Sciences. Chronicles) states near the end of the novel ". We had a blast, and I essentially used this book for all of the heart. I was disappointed each time I had to put down the book to do something else. nrCowritten by the world's most quoted expert on influence, Professor Robert Cialdini, Yes. Ganja tips and hints to keep you safe, happy, and higher than a lab rat. Now, at nineteen, he must bear witness against his friend to avoid imprisonment. The writer Chronicles) a wonderful way of developing the characters' relationships and uses many colorful, colloquial sayings to express their emotions. It was never any good. Two Viet Nam vets are betrayal by the President to retrieveA Senators daughter by any means necessary. However, much later in the book, we discover that there is a kind of hope for the human race. This is a taste, a 'what if' novel that Chronicles) as readers can apply heart looking at events and present day technology. The author is (The clever in her wording and general handling of the book. I remember thatI read it on a Saturday morning and I became so absorbed in it that I missed lunch. Bill has written the best of them. I loved riding along with Mike and his family. Whether this book will remain in print and available for purchase is a separate question, and one which unfortunately I can't address. But is this guy with a disarming smile, uncanny wealth and suspiciously hard body a man Maggie can trust.
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